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Godsfall: Divine and Conquer

Episode 002. Dorro Knott

Dungeon Master, NPCs, and P

 era Rivers: Aram Vartian

Dorro Knott: Doug Horn



TRANSCRIPT

[intro music]

Aram: My name is Aram Vartian. I am the dungeon master for Godsfall, a

custom 5th Edition Dungeons and Dragons campaign in Washington, DC. In

this podcast, we’ll meet the first of our players, a halfling rogue from the city

of Port Bliss.

[intro music swells and transitions into ambient Port Bliss track]

Aram: Dorro Knott. Dorro was raised by well-meaning parents who moved

to Port Bliss with dreams of striking it rich in the wealthy port city. Like

many, those dreams ended in poverty and drug abuse, and Dorro quickly

realized he was on his own. Finding his way into a group of fellow halfling

castoffs, Dorro was taught how to steal and lie for a living. He proved a

natural at it, and decided to dedicate his life to becoming the best thief who

had ever lived. In pursuit of that goal, Dorro learned about a deal going

down in the West Slums that involved a small wooden box and a stunningly

large amount of gold.

[transition music]

Doug: Hello. My name is Doug Horn. I’ve been playing Dungeons and

Dragons for four years. I’m playing Dorro Knott, the halfling rogue.

Aram: Yeah, that’s better. We can go with that. Alright, so here’s how the

audio works, by the way. That is recording both of us, that is recording both

of us, and this is recording basically just me but also getting some of the

room audio.

Doug: You’re recording right now?

Aram: Yes, I’m recording right now.

Doug: They’re all recording right now?

Aram: They’re all recording right now.



Doug: You can’t even tell. Well I guess that one with the light on top–

Aram: Well, do you want them to make a noise?

Doug: Well, no, but I mean, isn’t that a... thing? Like you know how they

always have a red light on the front of the camera so you know it’s

recording?

Aram: On the front of a camera. Yeah.

Doug: They don’t do that with audio devices?

Aram: No, it’s not the same legality, basically.

Doug: [Doug laughs] Okay.

Aram: Because Kelly’s character is a noble, I had her start with 25– sorry,

with 100 gold, but it’s in platinum.

Doug: Yeah you told me that. She can’t spend her money anywhere.

Aram: Everywhere she walks–

Doug: They’re like, “We don’t want that! Where’s your gold?”

Aram: Yeah, “What the fuck do you want me to do with that? Three more

and you could buy the place!”

Doug: It’s like when people walk into work with a $100 bill, I’m like, “you

want me to break this?!”

Aram: [Pompous accent] “I’d like one pair of socks please, here’s a hundred

dollars.”

Doug: I don’t even like making change at work. Alright?

Aram: Do you know how this works?

Doug: So why the fuck would I want to make change in fuckin’... a game?



Aram: Ten silver pieces per gold. [affirmative ding] Five gold per platinum.

[buzzer]

Doug: Yeah I know. Yeah, well, a hundred pennies for a dollar! [ding] It’s all

simple, it’s just obnoxious! That’s why it’s obnoxious.

Aram: Make sure that you take note of all the things you purchase, because

at the end of the campaign year, we’ll be doing campaign taxes.

Doug: Oh. My fucking god.

Aram: Better keep all your receipts!

Doug: Am I going to get an Adventuring W2?

Aram: Yep, yep, yep! And there’s gonna be some, you know–

Doug: I-90 form, for the fact that I worked for that other county too, at one

point?

Aram: Excuse me, excuse me, Ye Olde I-90 Form. [Doug laughs] The Ye

Olde Tax Man shall cometh.

Doug: He’s magic of course.

Aram: He’s gonna cast Everlasting Poverty on you.

Doug: I’m gonna sneak attack him in the neck.

Aram: Mm-mm, sneak attacks don’t work on him.

Doug: ‘Cause he’s undead!

Aram: Yep. If there was an IRS agent he’d definitely be a lich.

[light transition music]

Doug: EP?



Aram: EP is electrum. It’s literally like this world’s equivalent of a $2 bill.

One piece of electrum, I believe is worth five silver [ding], is how it works.

Yes, that is how it works. It’s like the nickel.

Doug: (sarcastically) Oh, that’s simple and straight-forward to remember!

Aram: I know, I know. Well, think of it this way: one platinum, right, is

worth five gold [buzzer]. Okay? One gold is worth five electrum [ding], one

electrum is worth five silver [ding], and one silver is worth ten copper

[ding], because, fuck you, basically. I wish I had enough mics.

Doug: Do I have low-light vision?

Aram: I don’t believe as a halfling you do.

Doug: Do people have that shit anymore? [paper flipping]

Aram: Yes, elves, yes elves definitely do have low-light vision [ding].

Doug: Yeah, okay, so I don’t? They took it out.

Aram: No, you have nothing.

Doug: Yeah, they took it out.

Aram: Did they have it?

Doug: Yeah, they had low-light. Them and half-elves.

Aram: Huh. Oh, there are no half-elves in my world, by the way. Nor are

there half-orcs. Because, in my logic, why the fuck could they mate? They’re

not the same thing.

Doug: Rape.

Aram: No, no I’m not sayingDoug: That’s how all half orcs came about.



Aram: They can have sex, right? They just can’t produce a child. Just a fox…

and like something else could fuck but they can’t-I wish I could think of

another thing here-like a fox and, like a weasel, I guess? Like, it could

happen, but they can’t make a kid.

Doug: They could?

[Doug laughs]

Aram: Yeah! They have, like a hole and a penis, you know? Yeah, you get a

+2 to your dex, and that’s it. There’s a lightfoot halfling thing here, but in

my game there’s only one type of halfling. There’s two types of elves, but

only one type of halfling. You start in the city of Port Bliss, you have been

part of this thieves gang, which you can name whatever you want, by the

way. But you’ve been part of this thieves gangDoug: You’re gonna let me name it?

Aram: Yeah, sure, right now.

Doug: Okay.

Aram: You’ve been part of this thieves gang of halflingsDoug: Just halflings? Racial thing?

Aram: Yeah, you know, I mean, just like anything else people tend to stick

together. You know, it’s not unusual for you guys to band together. Not to

mention the fact that you’re effective thieves. You know, especially in cities.

And you have found out, through your various networks, you know, that

there is a deal going down in the western slums. And it is one of Baron

LeFlure’s men, got their hands on a small wooden box. [Doug giggles] And

you saw it sold-you’re gonna love that- and you saw it sold for a lot of gold.

Like a bigDoug: LeFlure.

Aram: -pouch of gold was exchanged. LeFlure!



Doug: It’s the cop from Mole Rats.

Aram: Yes, it is, it’s totally the cop from Mole Rats.

[Doug laughs]

Doug: I keep seeing this big, muscle-y guy!

Aram: Yeah, LeFlure!! So, you found out that a deal is going down, a lot of

gold was exchanged for this very, very small box, and that box ended up in

one of LeFlure’s warehouses. Which is, far as you can see, was only guarded

by a dude, maybe two dudes? And you’re like, well, that’s clearly worth

stealing, so you brought it back to your people. And the guy, the head of

your crew, whose name is Basso LightfootDoug: I just got in, took it, got out, it was not even-?

Aram: No, you didn’t take anything. You saw that it was taken there, and

then you went back to your people to tell them what you saw. Right? So,

Basso Lightfoot was in charge of your crew, he looks at you, and he says,

Basso: NoDoug: What’s Basso look like?

Aram: Basso is a slightly older halfling. I mean, you all are young, but if

you’re the equivalent of 15 or 16 then Basso’s probably 20. So he’s a little

bit tougher, a little bit more grizzled, he’s unshaven, he’s got a scar on his

cheek, he’s got like pale grey eyes, and kind of long shaggy, dark brown

hair. You present this to him, and he just looks at you, and he says,

Basso: No. No no no no. That box and that money belong to Baron

LeFlure. Not you. Don’t touch that, don’t go near his warehouses, stay

away from it. You- Dorro? Do you understand me? Stay away from it.

Doug:

Dorro: O-kay!

Aram: Alright, and then he goes back to playing dice, or cards, or whatever

you guys are doing in like, your little clubhouse.



Doug: And the camera comes back to me[Aram laughs, Doug joins in]

Aram: And you leave and head to the warehouse?

Doug: Yes!

Aram: Okay.

[Doug laughs]

[light transition music]

Aram: AlrightDoug: Now, when you said all I saw was two guardsAram: You were only there for a couple minutes.

Doug: Are you telling me this because I vetted the place? Or are you telling

me this because I walked by, saw two people, and just, keep walking?

Aram: You were outside his warehouse, and I’ll explain in a second, but you

were outside his warehouse, and you watched a guy go in, and you saw that

there was a guy standing outside. And the guy that went in didn’t come out

for the five minutes you were standing there.

Doug: So it’s not that there were only two guys there? It’s that I saw two

people.

Aram: You only saw two people. You know that there are at least two

people.

Doug: Well, the first thing I have to do is, the first thing anyone would do, is

watch the place and figure out when guard shifts happen. When people

change from their positions.



Aram: Okay. And where are you gonna watch this place from?

Doug: I’m gonna, also, I’m going into this assuming this is just like any

other job, and I have infinite time. Assuming I haven’t heard that whatever

shipment is in there is moving soon.

Aram: Give me a, just straight-up intelligence roll? [dice rolls] Okay. This is

what you know about Baron Henri LeFlure. He runs a series of outer-wall

store housesDoug: Wait, you have to say what I rolled, don’t you?

Aram: Well, you rolled a 19.

Doug: No I didn’t!

Aram: You have an intelligence bonusDoug: Oh! That was an 18! I thought that was an 8. I was like, well, guess I

don’t know.

Aram: No, you rolled a fucking 19. You know some shit.

Doug: Wait I thought I had- no no no, I have 10 intelligence, that’s 18.

Aram: Oh, you rolled an 18, still.

Doug: Still the point is, above 15, so probably.

Aram: Yeah, okay so you know that Baron Henri LeFlure runs a series of

outer-wall storehouses that transport and store a variety of legal and

contraband items. He has ties to many of the richer houses in Port Bliss, as

well as a network of fencers, ship captains, and smugglers that work along

the free north.

Doug: Shit.

Aram: Well, you don’t even know what it is yet! All you’ve seen is a box!
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